Spotlight on learning in KG

This term KG has been producing excellent writing. In the past two weeks KG and KD have been learning about procedures, we have practised and written procedures for dialling 000, making a hot chocolate, and favourite of all, making jelly. We hope you enjoy reading our procedures.
Dialling 000

- Shared writing - Michael could sound out & identify some unknown words. He was eager to get the words correct!

ProcEDURE FOR WHAT TO DO IN AN EMERGENCY

Michael Casey KG
Making a hot chocolate

1. Turn the kettle on.
2. Scoop in chocolate.
3. Pour some milk into the mug.
4. Pour some milk into the mug.
5. Stir it.
6. Add some marshmallows into the mug.
7. Drink it. Careful it is hot!

George Toso KG
Making Jelly

To make the jelly,

Pour the jelly

Add water

Mix it

Put it in the fridge.

Lauren Erskine KG